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(litre Stum ©f (Christmas
Oswald J. Smith
EARLY TWO thousand years ago there
was born, in Bethlehem of Judea. a
Babe whose life was destined to affect
countless millions. That Babe was Jesus
Christ.
The time was ripe for His birth. Roman
roads had been built throughout the civilized world in preparation for the feet of
His future messengers. The Greek language
had become almost universal in readiness
for the proclamation of His Gospel.
The people among whom He was born
were poor and despised, having been conquered by the Roman power. In the heart
of every man was a cry for deliverance.
The world knew not of His birth. W ork
went on as usual. There was no tremendous upheaval announcing a new order.
Kings and Potentates continued to rule as
before. Nothing outwardly heralded His
advent into the world.
Only Heaven appeared to be interested.
In fact. God had to arrange a welcome
Himself, and so legions of angels circled
the skies and heralded His birth. \^ ise
men from the East, studying the stars, and
observing an unusual phenomenon in the
heavens, came with their gifts from afar.
Rulers learned of His birth and became
fearful and afraid. Anger filled their
hearts. Murder was conceived and executed.
Fearful of their power, they sought by
every possible means His death.
Every diabolical plan that satanic ingenuity could devise was used to destroy
Him. Demons trembled. Satan became enraged. All hell was allied against Him.
But God was watching and He lived in
spite of it all.
He did not come to a palace. Xo luxurious bed chamber was prepared for His
birth. Neither nurses nor doctors were in
attendance. Cathedral bells failed to toll:
bands were silent. Only the heavenly
orchestras were heard.
For He came to a stable. And He was
laid in a manger. His Mother had only
the straw for a bed and animals for companions. There was no room in the inn.
Little did Caesar know that this Babe,
through His teachings, would one dav
destroy the great Roman Empire and bring

N

to naught the majesty and power of Rome.
That the day would come when His birth.
H's life, and His death would have a greater influence on humanity than the birth
and death of any other man.
For He was destined to be recognized by
countless millions as the sreatest of all the
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\^ hat rapture! The day when thousands
are thinking of home and the Christmas
tree loaded with presents. For, after all.
it is His Day. the day of the Babe of Bethlehem's manger. God grant that throughout the land hearts may be turned to Christ.
Xot only to the Babe born so long ago.
but to the One Who lives today and lives
to save. For He it is Who became flesh
and dwelt among us. He. the resurrected,
living Christ of God. was the Babe of
Bethlehem.
And today, after the passing of more
than nineteen hundred years. He is worshipped by countless millions dead and
living, and untold multitudes are looking
forward to the time when He will reappear
without sin unto salvation. The Babe of
the manger is coming back again.
\^ hen He reappears it will be in glory,
in triumph, in power. He will come as the
All-Conquering One. Lord of lords and
King of kings.
May this Christmas season, with its
sacred memories and anticipations, lead us
to the Christ of God, and may our meditations of Him be sweet as we meet our
friends, celebrate His birth, and rejoice at
this Christmas season.—Selected.

The Way

prophets, the mightiest of all the mighty,
the Savior of the world. God incarnate.
But more amazing still, this Babe was
born of a Virgin, born without human
father, for Mary. His mother, in the innocence of her girlhood, had known no
man at the lime of His conception. God
was His Father. He was conceived of the
Holy Ghost. Xo other in all the world was
so born.
And now for nearly two thousand years
His birth has been commemorated. More
than nineteen hundred Christmas days have
come and gone since that never-to-be-forgotten night. And boys and girls, as well
as men and women the world over, have
kept sacred the memory of His birth.
Glad, happy day! Christmas Day! The
birthday of the King of kings. What joy!

A little girl was lost in the big city. A
passerby asked her where she lived. She
told him the street and house number. So
he proceeded to tell her to go four blocks
ahead, then turn right two blocks, left half
a block, cross the street, etc. By the time
he got through she had forgotten the beginning and cried as hard as ever.
Just then a gentleman came along and
learned her plight. He said. "Give me your
hand, my dear. I live close by your home
and will take you there."
The first man was a way-shower; the
other man was the way. All her anxiety
was gone. She did not have to remember
the maze of directions. She simply put her
hand in that of her guide and was brought
home. So Jesus is the Way. Trust Him as
your Savior. He will guide you through
life and bring you safely to heaven.
—Exchange.
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MADE UNDER THE LAW

i i U C H ENERGY is spent in remembering
* " » that Jesus was born in a manger at
Christmastide. The fact of His babyhood
is given in pageant and programs. Too
often truths beyond the mere fact of His
birth are forgotten. Paul says. "When the
fulness of the time was come, God sent
forth His Son. made of a woman, made
under the law. to redeem them that were
under the law. that we might receive the
adoption of sons." In mv little editorial
last Christmas season I tried to explain the
clause "made of a woman." This writing
is made to explain the clause "made under
the law."
The truth of God's Son being made
under the law should be carefully noted.
He. Himself, said. "Think not that I am
come to destroy the law and the prophets.
I am not come to destroy but to fulfill."
Christ did not make His appearance here
in this world as king but as a servant. A
certain writer has stated: "We cannot be
unconscious of a tone of pathos in the
apostle's language, thus declaring that He
who had before been no less than God's
Son should, in conformity with His. Father's will, have stooped to derive being
'from a woman,' as well as to become subject to such a law of servitude as that of
Moses was."
In the Philippian letter Paul describes
the nature of the Incarnation in the words,
"He made himself of no reputation, and
took upon him the form of a servant."
That is, Christ emptied Himself of all His
heavenly glory and He, the Creator, came
into the world as a man. He came during
the days of the law and was in all things
subject to all that was in the law for the
people of God. He was presented in the
temple. He was circumcised. He entered
His ministry according to the law at thirty
years of age. He was baptized saying that
the same was necessary to fulfill all righteousness.

the power of death, that is, the devil."
Christ coming as He did "under the law"
became the full embodiment of all the
righteousness in the law. He showed that
as a man under the law the devil could
have no power over Him, nor over them
whom He came to redeem.
In the third place, He came to deliver
all who were subject to sin. He could become a "merciful and faithful high priest"
only as He came under the law of the high
priest which was ordained under the law.
Let us thank God anew at this Christmas season that Christ did not come only
as a babe in Bethlehem but as the complete fulfillment of all the righteousness
which was required under the law in order
to be our Redeemer, our Jesus. "His name
shall be called Jesus for He shall save His
people from their sins."—/. A. C.

Earth gave Thee a cradle,
Earth gave Thee a cross.
Hard roads for Thy travels.
Reviling and loss.
Earth gave Thee Thy ivounding,
Thy shroud and Thy tomb,
But earth gave no welcome
And earth gave no home.
A new earth shall greet Thee,
A new world shall sing
The greatness and glories
Of Jesus its King.
Earth that once gave Thee
Its scorning and shame,
The thorns and the scourging,
Shall yet hail Thy name.
The world once rebellious,
Allegiance shall own,
Shall give Thee a scepter,
A crown and a throne.
—Evangelical Christian.

'POSSIBILITIES FOR THE NEW YEAR"
" W E HAVE NOT passed this way heretoI , fore." "As thou goest step by step. I
will open up the way before thee." The
first text suggests "the untrodden way."
The second text gives assurance of a dependable guide to lead us in the untrodden
way. Both ideas expressed above ought to
be given careful thought to any one venturing into the New Year who has a desire to
make a noble contribution to this generation.
The New Year of 1950 is ours to make
it what we will. Thousands were not even
privileged to see it. God has spared our
lives from deadly disease and fatal accident. He has kept the breath of life within us and has sustained our heart by day
and by night. He has granted us the privilege of being born in these United States
as a citizen with all that implies of material prosperity, cultural opportunity, and
civic and religious liberty. With all these
high privileges before us, may I present
some guiding principles to help each one
of us achieve some new attainments in character and service for this coming year.

The purpose of the Incarnation, this
emptying of Christ's true nature to become
man, is threefold. In the first place we
note that both Jews and Gentiles were
under the law and thus subject to the law.
They were under both the Mosaic law and
the law of sin. Christ was under both laws.
He was subject to the Mosaic law and paid
the price of sin by being separated from
God, the Father. This provided the payment necessary to redeem the Jew with the
law and to give the Gentile adoption.

May I suggest, first of all, that we endeavor to be more consciously appreciative
and thankful for all the good things that
come to us from God and others. One of
the common failings of all of us is that of
ingratitude; we are so prone to take things
for granted. Let us be careful to give
acknowledgment to God of our debt to him
for countless blessings. From home folks
to strangers may we remember all to whom
we are indebted.

In the second place, the Hebrew writer
tells us that Christ took part of the ways
of flesh in order to "destroy him that had

Another possibility of the New Year is
the more diligent practice of the art of
living together more cooperatively. By co-

operation we can do almost anything. If
vou like the other fellow, he will like you.
You cannot do much without friends. Let
us give the other fellow the benefit of the
doubt. Let us assume his motives are as
high as ours. Yes. we should be tolerant
enough to try at least to understand the
other point of view.
May we be more generous this year with
our kindness? Kindness like mercy is
"twice blessed." Love is kindness in little
things. I do not know whose life cannot
be made a little brighter by kindness. The
effort to be kind in thought and word and
deed to everyone is an investment which
will bring us large dividends. We will
never regret anything we have done in the
spirit of kindness.
The other day I came across six sayings
which a lawyer expressed as very helpful
to him in his business. They are: think
big: talk little: love much; laugh easily:
work hard and pay cash. These are worthy
thoughts to enhance the art of living.
Finally let us resolve to give our souls
a better chance than ever before. This we
can do bv more faithfully reading God's
Word and engaging in heartfelt prayer. We
spend so much time trying to satisfy the
body. Remember the soul hungers too. Let
us be insistent on reserving regular periods
of quiet for reflection, meditation, good
reading, studv and prayer. "One good example is worth a thousand arguments."
I verily believe that the hope of the
world rests with those whose spirits are
mellowed by grateful love to our Heavenly
Father, whose wills are disciplined by
obeying His voice, and who in all their
ways seek "First the kingdom of God and
His righteousness."—/. F. L,
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Europe This Winter
Europe in General. The great overall
need in Germany has passed, but there continue to be certain sectors of population
which are in need of assistance. Among
the greatest of these is the refugees. There
are approximately 8.000.000 refugees in
the Western Zones, 1.000 arriving daily.
Their needs: warm winter clothing, men's
clothing is urgent. Shoes are needed for
children; work shoes for men. Bedding,
and food are needed. (2) Old people whose
savings have been wiped out. who are unable to find employment are found in every
city of Germany. Their needs: clothing,
bedding, food, medicine. (3) Children with
TB. Needs: nutritional food, medicine,
clothing. (4) Delinquent and wandering
vouth, students and orphans. Estimated
that there are 650.000 wandering youth in
the British and American Zones, 60% of
whom have no parents or cannot locate
them. The North Rhine Westphalia area
has 5000 youth under 21 in prison. Needs:
clothing, food, recreational and rehabilitative material. Students require supplementary feeding and financial assistance. (5)
Prisoners of war are in need of high protein foods, clothing and medical supplies.
—Walter Eicher, European MCC director.
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ously underclad and underfed. The thirty
D-marks given to the aged per month have
much less purchasing power in Germany
than thirty dollars have in America. Fifteen to twenty of these D-marks are paid
out for rent while the rest must go for food
as well as clothing, fuel, light bills, carfare, and any number of essential items.
Thousands can only starve. While our
Neighborhood Center cannot feed a n d
clothe all the multitude, it can present the
fact that Christians care.—Harold Butter.

Italy. In many places in the world the
need for material aid has been greatly decreased and people are better able to care
for themselves. In Naples the situation has
not yet reached that point and probably
have seen too many families of refugees will not for some time to come. The
who have nothing. Especially is this true poverty and physical suffering in Naples
concerning their bedding and linen. It is has existed for a long time and was only
also to be noted that there is need among agitated by the past war. Of course most
the old people, the sick, the bombed out of the debris, as a result of the war, has
families, the returned prisoners of war and been cleaned away and many buildings
such groups who have suffered directly and housing projects are under construcfrom the war, but again I must repeat the tion. However, the need is one of long
need is primarily for clothing without ex- term continuing until something is done
ception of perhaps the old people who about the greatly overcrowded slum areas.
have no money to buy food so we are going The needs then include food, clothing
to concentrate on that area among refugees (especially for the winter months) and free
and other people in the British Zone this medical aid and medicines. Certainly all
winter.—Howard Blosser.
the material aid that could be given would
Berlin. West Berlin's most urgent need not be long in finding a needy recipient
is hope—hope for the future—hope in the and would very soon be absorbed.
—Ross Goldfus.
Germany. It is hard to state in a short face of winter and the surrounding Russian
article the needs of the British Zone of Zone. With one in four able workers unAustria. The economic situation in VienGermany but if it must be in short, it is employed, many homes will remain unna and in all of Austria has developed so
clothing, clothing, and more clothing. \^ e heated while children and adults go serithat food is no longer the problem that it
once was. Understanding that many will
have great difficulty buying enough for
their use. it is still true that food is available once more and will shortly be comNappanee, Indiana
pletely ration-free. Certain areas a n d
groups will still require help but not in
A Religious Journal of the Brethren in Christ Church
(TJ. S. A., Canada and Poreign Countries)
the quantities previously needed. We feel
the special need to emphasize the clothing
J. N. HOSTETTER, Editor
situation. A study of average wage earners
Clarence Center, N e w York
and their needs has shown that it is posTo whom all contributions should be sent
sible to purchase food and lodging but that
RAY M. ZERCHER, Compiling Editor
ASSOCIATE E D I T O R S :
there is left absolutely nothing for clothE. J. SWALM
Duntroon, Ontario
Nappanee, Indiana
J . A. CLIMENHAGA
Grantham, Pa.
ing. The need is acute in many places. We
To whom all subscriptions should be sent
J E S S E 'P. L A D Y
Upland, California
feel that we have only touched the surface
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desia. Verna Ginder: S. Rhodesia, Fannie tion the refugees. They will need continual
Calif.; Ohmer U. Herr, Clayton. Ohio; and
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support for some time until the present
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turmoil settles. Some are doing fairly well
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"Christianity is the good man's text, his
life, the illustration."

When some men lose their hats, they lose
their religion also—the little they have.
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The Good
That Is Not Good Enough
Vance

Havner

"For I say unto you, that except your
righteousness shall exceed the righteousness
of the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no
case enter into the kingdom of heaven."
(Matthew 5:20).
CHURCH composed entirely of Pharisees would be an interesting aggregation these days. They would all go to
church, pray in public, read the Bible,
give a tenth,—and they would all go to
hell. To get to heaven requires another
kind of righteousness, not more of the
same kind but a different kind.
The tragedy of mankind today is not its
badness but its goodness. There is so much
of the good that is not good enough. It is
not our sins but our righteousness which
God describes as "filthy rags," rags because they do not cover us and filthy because they only defile us. Karl Marx said
that religion was the opiate of the people.
In an entirely different sense than he
meant, religion is an opiate. The Pharisees
had religion and were blind to the truth.

A

For one thing, the world is too good to
be saved. After two thousand years of
preaching, the idea persists that we can be
good enough to get to heaven. We refuse
to believe God's plain word that there is
none righteous, that all have sinned and
that our salvation is not by works of righteousness. The world does not like to be
told that it has no saving goodness of its
own. It talks of "the innate goodness of
the human heart" which God says is deceitful and desperately wicked.
We can never be good enough. Only one
was good enough and He was made sin for
us that we might be good enough only in
Him. Clad in His righteousness alone can
we ever be faultless to stand before the
Throne.
"There was no other GOOD ENOUGH
To pay the price of sin;
He only could unlock the gate
Of heaven and let us in."
Such goodness is unattainable but, thank
God, it is not unobtainable! The righteousness that is good enough is "of God
by faith." I used to hear a preacher tell
how, as a boy, he longed to weigh a hundred pounds. One day he stepped on the
_ scales and he had gone 'way over the mark.
He started to shout for joy when he happened to look around and discovered his
big brother back of him with his foot on
the scales!
Our Lord did not just put His foot on
the scales and make up our lack. He put

Himself in our place and met the high
standard of God's holy requirements. We
are complete only in Him. Not in ourselves, not in others, not in learning,
wealth, fame, pleasure, only in Him.
"My hope is built on nothing less than
Jesus' blood and righteousness." John
Wesley had a godly mother, an Oxford
education; he prayed and fasted and did
good works and lived a separate life and
had a missionary zeal and love for souls.
But he still had to learn that the just shall
live by faith only as they rest in the finished work and perfect righteousness of another. John Bunyan, tortured by his efforts
to be good enough, got relief when there
came to his heart the truth that his righteousness was in heaven.
"Could my tears forever flow,
Could my zeal no languor know,
These for sin could not atone,
Thou must, save and Thou alone;
In my hand no price I bring,
Simply to Thy cross I cling."
The dying thief had done no goodness
before his crucifixion and could do none
afterwards. He could not do good with his
hands for they were nailed to a cross. He
could run no errands for God with his feet
for they too were fastened there. His life
he could not spend for God for it was already spent. He could only accept the perfect goodness of another and the same is
just as true of you and me.
In the second place, churches are too
good to haife a revival. We are so busy
with good things that we miss God's best.
"The good is the enemy of the best." Some
years ago in meetings where I had used
that proverb I remarked to the assistant
pastor after one of the services, "Well, we
had a good meeting." "Too good," he replied. When I asked what he meant, he
said, "You remember saying that the good
is the enemy of the best. We should have
been on our faces before God tonight but
everybody settled for just a good meeting
when they could have had the best—and
went out feeling comfortable." I wonder
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if we do not have too many "good" meetings today as an excuse for not paying the
price for the best.
Our Lord said to the Laodiceans, "Thou
sayest . . . and knowest not." They were
good enough and didn't need anything.
Some years ago a brother taking me to my
hotel after a meeting said, "Well, we're not
so good in this town but we're not so bad.
We try to make a decent living and behave
ourselves. We're not so good but we're
not so bad." I reminded him that it was
just that kind of people who made the
Lord sick. "Because thou art neither cold
nor hot but lukewarm. I will spue thee out
of my mouth." Neither hot nor cold water
will nauseate but lukewarm water will. We
are a little too hot to be cold and a little
too cold to be hot. He did not say He
would spue us out for being too hot!
We are too good to have a revival. We
want to let well enough alpne. we do not
wish to be disturbed nor have our complacency ruffled. I am wearing myself out
today preaching to people who, like the
Laodiceans. "have need of nothing."
Of course, the trouble with the church
lies in the individual: Christians are too
good to repent. We are satisfied with our
goodness and are like the man in the parable who "willing to justify himself, said
. . ." We do not abhor ourselves like Job
nor cry "Woe is me" like Isaiah nor lament
" 0 wretched man that I am" like Paul.
We are too busy puttering around with circles and choir practise and little gatherings
of the Sons and Daughters of I Will Arise.
We are putting on extensive campaigns to
add more church members when we need
an intensive movement of the Holy Spirit
among deacons and Sunday School teachers
and choir. We make out with the good
when we could have the best.
The Pharisees believed the Bible as they
knew it. They were orthodox fundamentalists, w e n t to church, prayed, studied
prophecy, tithed and lived separated lives.
They would not even eat an egg that had
been laid on the Sabbath! There is a cold
fundamentalism today not unlike these
Pharisees. We boast that we are not like
the publicans. We have form without force,
ritual without righteousness. We are too
good to repent, confess sin and make restitution. We say we are rich but the Lord
says we are poor.
May we accept His gold for our brass,
His riches for our rags, and let Him anoint
our eyes with eyesalve that we may see.
He stands outside the fast-closed door of
our churches and will come in if one man
will open the door. Laodicea had everything but Jesus!
We need another kind of righteousness
in the world, in the churches, in our hearts.
And He is our righteousness. For He alone
is good enough.
—Greensboro, N. Carolina.
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Must We Be "Practical"?
Lucile
n

UT WE have to be practical." said a

B

sion concerning a stand of faith along certain lines.
Abram, you don't mean that you are going to leave your comfortable home, and
friends, and country? Where are you going? You don't know? Why, you must
be crazv! Don't tell me that you have
heard the voice of God. Abram! People
just don't hear God's voice that way. It
stands to reason that if you had. He wouldn't be telling you to pick up and leave all
vour kindred and possessions and start out
for a place you never heard of! It isn't
practical!
And just to the extent that Abraham
allowed such .reasoning to influence him
did he fail of the full blessing that God
intended for him and his seed.
Rebekah. I know it sounds very romantic, and this servant may be sincere and all
that, but you just aren't using good judgment. You are a beautiful girl from a fine
family and could have almost any young
man you fancied. You are bound to regret
such a rash decision. What has come over
you that you are willing to leave the comforts and protection you have known all
vour life to go off with a stranger on a
long, tedious journey to give yourself to a
man you have never met?
Joseph, surely you are not still thinking
of that old dream vou had when vou were
a boy back home? It couldn't have had
any special meaning. Here vou are in prison in a foreign land and likelv to stav
there, and though it did look for a while
as if you might be risht about it. there
isn't any hope now. What vou took to be
the voice of God was just wishful thinking
in your subconscious mind. It is foolish
for you to cling to such a hope at this late
date. Everything is against it.
Moses, you can't be in your right mind!
Do you realize that you are leading about
three million defenseless people to certain
destruction? Why. even if there were any
way of getting them across the Red Sea,
which is an obvious impossibility, there is
nothing on the other side but wilderness!
It would take twenty trainloads of food
daily to feed them, and there is no food at
all, nor even water. I don't care what vou
think God has told you to do. it is criminal
to think of subjecting all these helpless
people to such dangers and certain death!
But, Caleb! You fail to realize the size
and strength of those Anakims! You know
we could never overcome them. We look
like grasshoppers to such giants, and we
would soon be dead grasshoppers. Even
if we were a match for them, their cities
are walled to heaven! The very idea is
ridiculous.
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Now. Joshua, what is your plan for attacking Jericho? Those walls are strong
and high. too. Some way, we have come
this far. but there is no use in tempting
Providence. I suppose we ought to try to
take Jericho, but there will have to be careful strategy, and plenty of armor. You
mean just walk around it every day for six
days? Why. that's the silliest thing I ever
heard of! And then seven times on the
seventh day, and blow with trumpets and
vou expect the walls to fall flat? Of all
the impractical schemes for taking a city!
Gideon, there are about one hundred and
twenty thousand of those Midianites and
' we have only thirty-two thousand. We'll
have to get some more recruits somewhere.
Did vou say you are going to send home
all who are afraid? And why wouldn't
they be afraid under the circumstances?
They are just sensible. We won't have
more than ten thousand if you do that. Too
many? What can you mean? It can't be
the Lord who is directing you to do such
unheard-of things! And now. since the
water drinking test, we have only three
hundred men. whom you propose to arm
with trumpets and pitchers with lamps in
them! Really. Gideon, sometimes I wonder
if vou are quite sane.
But those Old Testament visionaries
lived in a different dispensation from ours.
Times have changed. You can't live on
visions, these days.
What about it. Peter? All your life you
have kept the Law. and now. just because
you were hungry and had a bad dream, you
are going to flout established customs, centuries old. and enter the home of a Gentile.
It is a reckless thing to do. and it seems to

me that the least you can do is to consult
the elders about it.
Did you hear about Philip? Here we
are. right in the midst of a mighty revival
in Samaria when he just suddenly walks
out on it. I know he says an angel told
him to go down into Gaza, but that is desert
country where he isn't likely to meet a
soul, and we need him here to handle the
crowds. We have to use our reason about
these things, and if it isn't sensible,.it can't
be of the Lord.
Paul, you are going to have to be more
careful how you deal with these Ephesians.
They are a fanatical lot. and you may get
killed if you are as positive and dogmatic
as you have been in other places. I don't
think the Lord expects us to take unnecessary risks. I'm just warning you for your
own good that you had better tone down
your message here, and don't be seen too
much in public places. No use making
enemies when by exercising reasonable
caution you can avoid stirring them up. It
isn't practical to start right out telling
them things that will make them mad.
. Visionaries, a l l : "impractical dreamers,"
with ears attuned to Heaven.
The voices of earth are distracting and
contradictory. Human reason has brought
the world to chaos. God alone knows the
way. And "where there is no vision, the
people perish."
So I won't be frightened out of faith
by such words as "fanatical" and "impractical." I like this company of intrepid
men and women—ordinary people who believed God and weren't afraid of being
called names. Without a few like that there
would have been no Bible, no miracles, no
revelation of God.
"Abraham believed God." What an
epitaph!—The Sunday School Times. Used
by permission.

$ 0 ^Rtfnrn
Hilda M. Jarvis
No room for the Baby at Bethlehem's Inn—only a cattle shed.
No home on this earth for the dear Son of God—nowhere to lay His head.
Only a cross did, they give to our Lord—only a borrowed tomb.
Today He is seeking a place in your heart,
Will you still say to Him "no room"?
G Lord, in my heart there's a welcome for Thee—gladly I now would say
Come in blessed Savior, my heart and my life henceforth would own
Thy sivay.
Long hast thou waited and long knocked in vain outside my heart's closed
door;
0 cleanse me from sin, then dear Lord enter in
And dwell there for evermore!
—Selected.
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African Customs
Mrs. Charles
The editor was present at a very warmspirited session of the camp meeting at
Belle Springs, Kansas, last summer when
Sr. Eshelman gave the message that here
appears. We requested it for printing and
since to condense it would be harmful in
this case, we are printing it, in two parts.
Read it and thank God anew for the poiver
of the Gospel in your generations past.—
Editor.
OR LONG centuries southern Africa lay
in physical isolation. When European
nations had long advanced beyond the
primitive, Africa still remained a closed
book. Some of their travelers began to
skirt the Western and Eastern shores and
in the 15th century, the Southern end of
Africa was rounded and a route to India
sought and found. But though ships passed
to and from the East, and there was established at the Cape a place of call, the vast
interior remained almost unknown. Man
found little to lure them on. There were
towering mountain ranges or fever-stricken
valleys. There were wild beasts or virulent
insects that took heavy toll on life: there
was great heat, drought and floods. Because of these things Africa for long lay
unexplored and unknown. It is pertinent
to recall that less than eighty years ago.
David Livingstone was lost in its interior
for years at a time.

F

While Africa thus lay unknowTn there
was ensured the cultural and spiritual
isolation of its inhabitants from the world
at large. But even among themselves there
were barriers that separated tribe from
tribe and hindered the exchange of ideas
and growth of culture. The climate which
had none of the rigours of the northern
lands tended to make men live at ease.
They had no incentive to improve their
means of shelter or subsistence or to extend their world of experience and thought.
Added to this they were conservative in
custom and habit, frowning on the few
men of different race or tribe, who might
come their way. Again they did not know
the arts of reading and writing and the history of the world has shown that without
these arts men and nations make no cultural progress.
The South African native with all his
rich human nature, his cheerfulness (hidden fear and bondage). his love of home,
his quaintness, his teasing problems, his
poverty of body and soul and his aspirations remains to many a figure unknown
in his human side. He is an African ignorant, filthy and superstitious — nothing
more, and that often means little enough—
we leave him to the missionary.
Can we find on their lips the words that
Shakespeare gave as the speech of one of

Eshelman
another race, "Fed with the same food,
hurt with the same weapons, subject to the
same diseases, healed by the same means,
warmed and cooled by the same winter
and summer—if you prick us, do we not
bleed? If you poison us do we not die?"
To form anything like a true picture of
primitive life in South Africa we have to
think of a country without roads. Much of
it covered with forest or dense bush,
through which only paths led from each
village to its nearer neighbours; no well,
dams, drifts, or bridges; only a few natural
springs and waterholes. A country full of
game and beasts of prey. In this landscape.
man and his possessions looked far less
important. Nature was Master. Rocks.

streams, beasts, and reptiles, thunder and
lightning, and the changes of the season
could take on a meaning which from our
modern standpoint we can not e a s i l y
realize. Though primitive enough their life
and culture were not by any means barbarious, in fact they were superior to the
majority of uncivilized races.
The African had a definite tribal system.
The head of the tribe was the chief, the
father and protector of his people, so that
any injury done to him was injury to the
whole tribe. In defense of his life, his men
gladly laid down their own. His body
guard was known as "those who die for the
chief." No one but a chief might spear
him in a fight, for a commoner to do so
was sacrilege.
But the chief was not all-powerful. He
ruled through his counsellors, a ruling
aristocracy, largely hereditary, so younger
members grew up trained and ready to
take up work of their fathers.
The chief and counsellors met for discussion in the principal hut, but lawsuits
and gatherings of people took place in
open spaces between huts and cattle-kraal.
The speaking was often of a high standard
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of oratory since Africans are born linguists
and with musical cadence of speech far
superior to the average European.
The absence of any written law was not
felt for details of custom and witchcraft
were carried with remarkable fidelity in
minds of leaders.
The men fought in war, cattle raiding
and alternatives to this gave themselves to
hunting and cattle racing. Between these
occupations the men spent their time in
discussions of tribal and family affairs,
social gatherings, preparation of skins for
personal wear, or for shields, assegais,
sticks and pipes.
Public and social life of men centered
in and around the cattle kraal where the
cattle were milked and ritual slaughtering
was done. Women might not enter it save
in special circumstances, as when a bride
was viewed, by the male relatives of the
bridegroom and then she was required to
appease the ancestral spirits
with a gift hidden in the dust
of the kraal. A chief would
be buried just outside the
gateway of the kraal.
The dwellings of the African were round small huts,
poles plastered over with
clay. The door was exceedingly small, so that a person
had to stoop to enter. The
fire was in the center of the
floor, and as no outlet for
smoke except the doorway
and perhaps a small window,
the hut was generally as
smoky as it was hot.
Reed or grass mats rolled
up by day, served for sleeping and smaller mats made of the finer
rushes were used for serving food. The
food was cooked and water drawn in clay
pots, cows were milked in baskets of closely woven grass and milk was set to ferment
in calabashes. Cut calabashes made dippers and scoops.
Wars kept down the men, so polygamy
was the rule. Each wife had her own hut.
The food and possessions also stored in
the hut.
The men cleared the ground of bush,
but the cultivations, reaping, and gathering
of crops fell to the women. This was
wearisome with a lack of tools for the
only implement was a short handled hoe.
We have seen them separating beans
from the pods by belabouring them with a
stick. It was a method that carries one
centuries back, for it smacked of Old Testament times.
In building the men cut the rods and set
them up. but the women cut the grass, did
the thatching, plastering the parts to be
plastered and made the floor, using for this
the earth from an ant heap.
(Concluded in next issue)
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The succession of events should follow, tive in calling to mind the truths that have
leading steadily step by step to the climax been presented.
for which the children are so anxiously
The teacher must not speak to one or a
waiting. It is sometimes necessary for the few of the group, but must direct his story
sake of clarity to eliminate some events to all. Each child should catch the feeling
given in the original story or to enlarge that the story is meant for him as much as
upon the story by adding events which are for his neighbor. An important aim is to
implied. Just here we should say that a arouse and lead the imagination through
knowledge of setting, customs and histori- action, gesture, facial expression and voice
cal background is a rich resource for bits modulation. It should be well told in simof detail which will help to make the story ple, idiomatic English, reducing all words
real in the minds of the children.
used to the comprehension of the child.
The climax is that one point toward Instead of saying "They were hungry," use
' ' I ET'S have a story." Happy and exL pectant, the children gather around which all other preceding events have been "They wanted something to eat." Repetithe storyteller in response to an invitation leading. It must be clearly understood by tion is effective with children and one
that carries with it universal appeal. Story- the storyteller at the beginning of the m i g h t reduce "They ate an enormous
telling is as old as
meal." to "they ate and ate and ate."
man himself a n d
The story should move along naturally
helps to satisfy his
without hesitation. The teller should speak
innate d e s i r e for
Mrs. John Reed
directly to the children, even calling them
greater k n o wledge
by name, occasionally, to hold attention.
and e x p e r i ence.
The tone of the voice is important. The
With children actual
story should contain a pleasing tinge of
e x p e r i e nces are
animation throughout to help the children
limited and this lack
to
'live' the story.
can be filled in part
If a story is well told, the necessity of
by the use of stories.
adding a moral is eliminated. Avoid being
The value of experi"preachy." The child knows when a truth
ences gained in this
fits his case and appreciates the teacher
way is almost imbelieving he knows. The confidence of the
m e a s u rable. The
child is to be gained and kept. Otherwise
storyteller has within his reach the precious opportunity to story for it is the guide to the choice of the purpose of the story is lost.
lead children to Christ, to set up proper events which lead up to it. The climax is
The teller of stories must forget himself
ideals, and to mold character through this that place where the truth of the story and become lost in the thrill and beauty
indirect means of experience.
clinches itself upon the hearts of the chil- of the story he is telling. Energy and zeal
and a consuming passion for the salvation
The problems confronting the story teller dren.
of boys and girls will help him to lead the
centers around the selection of the story,
In some instances one may close his
the preparation for telling the story, and story with the climax, but often by adding child to a point of obedience to the Word.
Verifying truths with direct quotations
telling it.
another sentence or two, one can leave the
Selecting the story is of major import- listeners with a more satisfied feeling. In from the Word of God is most helpful in
ance. The type of story chosen may de- all cases, brevity is the secret at this point. convincing children of the importance of
what is being said, and in building up a
pend upon relationship to a theme. This
The teacher should know the story well love and reverence for God and His Word.
would be true in the case of a Daily VacaThe storyteller can learn much about the
tion Bible School or some other outlined and be able to tell it fluently. This comes
series of meetings. In selecting a story for by careful study of the story first as a art of storytelling from the listeners thema single occasion the story would be deter- whole and then part by part or step by selves and their response or requests for
mined by the emphasis of that particular step with careful observation of the rela- more. Always there is something to gain
session, which may be evangelistic, char- tion of parts to each other and to the from studying this art as used by that
acter building, or spiritual guidance. The climax. Telling the story should be prac- chief of storytellers and Lover of children,
thinking level of the group is to be care- ticed over and over and aloud. Never Christ, our Lord.
fully considered. As to source, there are memorize a story to be told. Watch your—The Wesleyan
Methodist.
collections of stories that will prove useful self before a mirror.
to the storyteller. Some of them have
Storytelling as such has no aids as obclassified lists as to types. There is one jects, pictures, etc. At best these are
God Answers Prayer
supreme source for the storyteller and that crutches upon which the story teller leans.
is the Book of books, the Bible. Here we Often the story is weakened more by the
find stories of true adventure, great appeal, loss of eye-contact than it is helped by the / know not by what methods rare,
But this I know, God answers prayer,
and highest spiritual value. Our children use of these crutches. The most used
I
knoiv
that He has given His Word,
are getting all too little of God's Word, method of presenting the Gospel is by
Which tells me prayer is always heard,
and how much they are going to need it in word of mouth—". . . faith cometh by
the future! One successful children's work- hearing and hearing by the Word of God." And will be answered soon or late,
And so I pray and calmly wait.
er has said that every story in the Bible Statistics do tell us that the percentages of
has the Gospel in it.
what a child remembers vary according to I know not if the blessings sought
Will come in just the way I thought,
In treating the story itself, there is the the method of the presentation used. The But leave my prayer with him alone,
storyteller
should
bear
in
mind
that
a
very
beginning or introduction, which should
Whose will is wiser than my quest,
be brief. It should include chief char- useful visual aid is the active imagination Or send some answers far more blest.
of
the
child.
And
that
in
religious
instrucacters, time and place, and a "spot" of an
tion the agency of the Holy Spirit is opera—Hickock, in Der Wahrheitsfreund.
idea as to what the story is about.
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"Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego, answered and said to the king,
0 Nebuchadnezzar, we are not careful
to answer thee in this matter. If it be
so, our God whom we serve is able to
deliver us from the burning fiery furnace; and he will deliver us out of
thine hand, 0 king—But if not—be it
known unto thee, 0 king, that we will
not serve thy gods, nor worship the
golden image which thou hast set up."
(Daniel 3:16-18).

"But If Not
Dr. Stuart
ERE WE HAVE the story of the magnificent courage of three young Hebrews,
a story which is always full of interest,
however constantly we may read it, because
of all that it illustrates of eternal principle
of all true, and godly, and worthy life. It
illustrates as vividly as does any record in
the whole of the Bible, that devotion to
God which refuses even formal homage to
a popular idol. It is an illustration of the
faith which creates courage and fearlessness in those who are inspired by it. It
reveals the calmness of a God-committed
life—surely a lesson which needs to be
learned, and re-learned in these days when
there is so much that is analogous, although
in lesser degree, to the issue with which
these three Hebrew children were confronted. It clearly reveals to us the righteousness which makes a man as bold as a lion,
even when standing before kings; and it
also reveals the saving presence of God in
the midst of the fires of persecution. "Lo,"
says the king, ''I see four men loose, walking in the midst of the fire, and they have
no hurt; and the form of the fourth is
like the Son of God."

H

It is a wonderful subject. Oh, that we
had a living painter who could depict it
for all generations! What a subject for a
picture! The great idol — the prostrate
crowds—the three young men with stiff
backs, upon whose faces something of the
very glory of God can be seen, and who
stand up in bold and noble refusal to bow
the knee to the image which has been set
up—and away in the background the lurid
flames of the furnace which await their
decision!
Let these things, however, but serve as
an introduction to my main message. Have
you noticed the significant proviso with
which these three young men concluded
their protest to the king? "We are not care-

?*

Holden
ful to answer thee in this matter, 0 king,"
they say. "If it be so, our God whom we
serve is able to deliver us from the furnace,
and he will deliver us out of thine hand.
0 king, but if not"—what then? If God
does not work the miracle, what alternative
is there open to disappointed faith? It is
about that that I want to speak.
There is nothing more important in the
whole realm of our Christian lives than
just this—that faith, when it is disappointed of its expectations is able always to
say, "but if not." Let me illustrate what I
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mean. Prayer is not always answered in
our own way. The promises of God do
not always fulfil themselves according to
our conception. The hopes with which life
is at one time or another full, are not always realized, even though they seem to
be most legitimate. Success is not always
the result of fidelity and faithfulness. Progress in the work of extending the Kingdom of God is not always rapid and recognizable. If our prayers do not seem to be
answered, if the promises of God do not
materialize, if our hopes do not eventuate
in experience, if success seems to be permanently delayed, and progress in the work
of the Kingdom seems to be for ever halting—what then? What has faith to say?
For upon the answer to this question depends everything that is worthwhile in life.
Is there one who has not prayed as to a
closed heaven, and a silent God? Is there
one who has not leaned the whole weight
of his life upon some promise, but which
did not bring to him that for which his
heart craved? Is there one who has not
said again and again: "My God. why?
why?"
"But if not." It is not doubt which is
expressed in this proviso, but faith. This
is the faith which recognizes God's will as
supreme above all other considerations of
self-desire; and accepts it, not only with
equanimity, but with enthusiasm. This is
the faith which relates itself to the contradictions of God, as well as to the commands of God. If the sky continues cloudless, if the schemes of life come out on the
(Continued on page seventeen)

The Lamb of God
Fannie E.
He took His place, among the lambs,
His substitute so long,
Who gave their lives on altar fires.
To right a human wrong,
Proclaiming that the Holy One.
The Perfect Offering,
Would some day be for sins of men,
A Gracious Covering.
And so He came in stable, where.
The lambs first saw the light,
Where else could Jesus have been born,
So fitting and so right?
The Lamb of God, destined to die,
A sacrifice for sin,
Must take His place among the lambs.
In purpose so akin.
The angels sang to Shepherds, who,
O'er flocks their vigil kept,
They understood the message, too,
And would the news accept;
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Their first-born lambs on altar fire,
For sin had oft been slain,
And now the Perfect Lamb was here,
They heard in glad refrain.
Another proof that God is all,
Is over every man,
He moves and lo the thing is done,
According to His plan;
We oft lament the lack of room,
Within a well-filled inn,
But with the lambs, His substitute,
Must His earth life begin.
—Upland, California.
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Matopo Mission: P. B. 191T, Bulawayo, S. Rho- Orlando Mission: 1712 Cook St., Orlando, Fla.;
—
> •>» 1
desia, South Africa, Eld. and Sr. Elmer Eyer,
Telephone—4312; Charles and Mvrtle Nye.
Eld. and Sr. L. B. Sider, Sr. Elizabeth Engle, Philadelphia
Mission:
3423
North
Second
St.,
"It
is
through
truth
that souls are sancSr. Mary C. Kreider, Sr. Fanny Longenecker,
Philadelphia 40, Pa.; Telephone—NE 4-6431;
Sr. Dorothy M. Martin, and Sr. Mary Brenetified;
not
through
essays
upon the truth."
William
and
Anna
Rosenberry,
Anita
Brechman.
bill.
—McCheyne.
Mtshabezl Mission, P. B. 102M, Bulawayo, S.
Rhodesia, South Africa. Elder & Sr. D. San Francisco (Life l i n e Gospel Mission) 224
»
mtu
1
Sixth St., San Francisco 3, Calif.; Residence
B. Hall. Elder & Sr. Roy H. Mann, Sr.
—311 Scott St.. San Francisco 17, Calif.: TeleAnnie Winger, Sr. Martha Kauffman. Sr.
phone—UNderhill 1-4820: Eli, Jr. and Leona
EDNA LEHMAN ARRIVES ON FIELD
Anna Wolgemuth, Sr. Lulu Asper, Sr. Beth
Hostetler, Erma Hoke, Edith Davidson.
L. Winger, Eld. and Sr. Bert Winger, and Sr.
Mabel Frey.
Stowe Mission: 527 Glasgow St., Stowe, Pa.;
December 7. Word just came from CapeTelephone — Pottstown 1211J; Harold and town, South Africa, that Sr. Edna Lehman
Wanezi Mission, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, South
Alice Wolgemuth.
Africa. Elder and Sr. Arthur Climenhaga,
Eld. and Sr. Chester Wingert, Sr. Anna R. Wetland Mission: 36 Elizabeth St., Welland, who left Brooklyn, New York, November 12,
Engle, and Sr. Florence Hensel.
Ontario, Canada; Telephone—3192; Earl Bos- on the S. S. Maurentania by way of England
and from there on the Sterling Castle, arsert. Pastor; Pauline Hess, Florence Faus.
Macha Mission. Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
rived safely.
Africa, Eld. and Sr. J. Elwood Hershey, Sr.
Verna Ginder, Sr. Ruth Hunt and Sr. Verda
We thank God for His wonderful care and
Moyer.
protection across the deep seas. How preRTTBAl. MISSIOITS
Sikalonga Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
cious to trust Him!
Allisonia, 'Virginia ( P a r r i s Mines) Paul and
Afriea. Bldtr & Sr. David Climenhaga. Sr
Graybill Wolgemuth
Ruth Wolgemuth, Esther Greenawalt, Ida
Rhoda Lenhert, Sr. Anna Graybill, and Sr.
Lue Han*.
Secretary of Foreign Mission Board
Edna Lehman.
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Weddings

Special Notice

COBER-KAWTON—On November 19, at 2:00
P.M., a t the home of the bride's parents, Doris
June Hawton, daughter of Bro. and Sr, Thomas
Hawton of Stayner, Ontario, and John Harold
Cober, son of Eld. and Sr. Joseph Cober of
Gormley, Ontario, were united in the sacred
bonds of holy matrimony. The father of the
groom officiated.
May God's richest blessings accompany them
as they travel life's pathway together.

The following notice by our Brother, Eli
Hostetler, Sr., is approved and you are encouraged to respond as the Lord may lead.
Donations from the church-at-large for
these repairs will be protected as long as
the ownership of the church building at
Massillon is in private hands according to
the special arrangements with the Home
Mission Board as per a previous announcement relative to donations toward the initial
cost of the church.
We trust God will direct in the meeting
of this need.
The Home Mission Board,
Albert H. Engle, Secretary

Births
BENCICX—Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bencick of
Souderton, Pa., became the proud parents of a
daughter, Connie Diane, born- November 21.
Mrs. Bencick was Ida Garis before her marriage.
COOPER — Mr. and Mrs. Art W. Cooper,
Washington Boro, Pa., announce the birth of
a daughter, Rachel Marie, on October 31. A
sister for Frances Ann and Martha.
HAYES — Kathleen Mae came to bless the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Hayes, Souderton, Pa., on October 21.
HEIFRICK—Gerald Owen came to bless the
home of Bro. and Sr. Isaac Helfrick of Mercersburg, Pa., on November 22.
HESS — Mr. and Mrs. Robert K. Hess of
Quarryville, Pa., are the happy parents of a
daughter, Betty Jane, born October 17.
IiESHER — Elizabeth Louise came to bless
the home of Bro. and Sr. Robert Lesher of
Greencastle, Pa., on November 20.

Obituaries
G-IEMORE — Robert C. Gilmore was born
October 2, 1877, and passed away in the hospital at Hamilton, Ontario, November 25, in his
seventy-third year.
In 1901 he was married to Olevia Shoalts
to whom were born three sons and two daught e r s : Bishop Edward. Lewis and James, Mildred (Mrs. Calvin Sider) Jean (Mrs. Romie
Sider); also leaves one brother, Charles; two
sisters, Mrs. Jane Prestmare and Mrs. Elizabeth Glaves, and eighteen grandchildren.
Funeral services were held November 28 at
the Wainfleet Brethren in Christ church conducted by Eld. John A. Nigh, assisted by
Elders E. C. Bossert and Paul A. Nigh. Text:
Job 14:14.
A special number In song was rendered by
a quartette of the faculty of Ontario Bible
School.
Bro. Gilmore was a faithful member of the
Wainfleet congregation. The church was filled
to its capacity, indicating the high esteem in
which he was held, both in the church and
community.
EENEHAN—Roy Boyd Lenehan, husband of
Sr. Mildred Lenehan. Grantham, Pa., father of
Sr. Shirley Martin, State College, Pa., LeRoy,
Richard, Lois, Sr. Betty Renard, Daniel, Faithe
and Adrian of Grantham, Pa.
Funeral and burial services were held November 22 at Hammond, Indiana, by Rev. Turpin of the Presbyterian Church and Rev. Carl
J. Carlson of Chicago, Illinois, former pastor.
MOORE—James Benjamin Moore, the son of
Robert and Mary Moore was born near New
Town in Schuyllkill County, Pennsylvania,
February 3, 1S71, and passed away a t his home
near Green, Kansas, December 2, at the age
of 78 years, 9 months and 29 days.
He was one of a family of nine children.
Only one sister survives: Mrs. George Beswick
of Palmer.
When he was a small boy he went to work
in the coal mines with his father. At the age
of fifteen he came to Kansas with other members of the family and took up the occupation
of farming. He was energetic and industrious
and always loved his work.
On December 14, 1899, he was married to
Dora Mae Kiner, and had he lived twelve days
longer they would have completed fifty years
of happy married life together.
They have spent almost all their married
life on the same place where their six children

The Name That Is Above
Every Name

Christian Fellowship Mission
John Lyall
He built no lordly temple,
Composed no stately creed;
And yet to earth's remotest bounds
Men kneel to Him in need;
His name, like fragrant ointment,
Is over all the lands;
Our childhood prayers ascend to Him
We know He understands.
He wrote no book of letters,
With arguments replete;
And yet the schools of learned men
Are sitting at His feet;
His thoughts are mighty arsenals,
The wise of every age
Pay tribute to their fitness,
For earth's brief pilgrimage.
The life He lived was perfect,
No skeptic e'er assailed,
The beauty of His character,
The love which never failed;
No words have fallen to the ground
His lips of wisdom spake;
No added precept is required,
We find no crude mistake.
He organized no kingdom
To captivate the crowd;
He did not walk the thronging streets
With strident voice and loud;
And yet He always was a king,
And rules a mightier sway
Than all the rulers of all lands,
In this or any day.
—Evangelical Christian.
were born, two of whom preceded him in death:
Wm. Benjamin and Beulah Ellen.
Surviving are Mrs. Ida Grant of Bedminister,
Jsew Jersey; Mrs. Rachel Siebold, Mrs. Leah
Reed and Mrs. Jessie Bertsch of the local community. He was very devoted to his family
and his home. Especially dear to him were
his seven grandchildren.
He was converted when he was still a young
man, and attended the Brethren in Christ
church as long as his health permitted.
He had a deep and abiding faith in God and
during his illness his trust in the Lord was
a great comfort to him. His health had been
gradually failing for several years, but he tried
to conceal his suffering from his loved ones
and tried to spare them as much as possible.
His going leaves an empty place in the home
and in the hearts of his wife, his daughters,
his grandchildren, and a host of relatives and
friends. The officiating minister was Bishop
M. M. Book.

In order to comply with an order served
on us by the state building inspector, to
meet the state requirements for public buildings, we are installing a new forced-air
automatic gas furnace, fire proof ceiling
over furnace, change all the wiring in the
basement into metal cable and place three
additional fire extinguishers in the building.
The furnace man is giving us the furnace
and material at cost plus 10 7c for his overhead. We are doing most of the work ourselves. The e n t i r e cost is estimated at
$1,100. Local offerings for this project to
date are $371. These expenses come on us
unexpectedly. Offerings from the church at
large are needed and will be greatly appreciated.
Yours in Christ for lost souls,
E. H. Hostetler
370 First St. S.E.
Massillon, Ohio
Let us live and die with God; sufferings
will be sweet and pleasant to us, while we
are with Him; and the greatest pleasures
will be, without Him, a cruel punishment
to us.—Selected.

Missionary Vision
William Jessup, for fifty years a missionary in Syria, was discouraged because he
could not win men to Christ. He decided
the difficulty must be in him. He resolved
to spend one week by himself with the
Word of God. He had not read far when
something dawned upon him he had never
realized. He had never given God His
place in the work of winning others. He
had worked in his own strength. He
thought of the fall of Jericho. He remembered that God did that so that no man
could take credit. After this he took a sheet
of paper and wrote down the names of
eleven men whom he was seeking to bring
to Christ and lifted them to God in prayer,
asked God to do the work and use him if
he was needed.
One Friday one of the young men came
to him under a burden for his sins and was
saved. In three weeks all of these men
were won. "I will be a different missionary
the rest of my life. I realize that it is God
who worketh in us to will and to do.''
•—Selected.
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On Thanksgiving d a v,
1948, Sr. Lucy Gibbony
was united in marriage to
Bro. Samuel Ensminger of
Palmyra, P e n n s y lvania.
During her six weeks reI lease, Sr. Elizabeth Kraybill came from Michigan
to help out. This led to
her marriage with Bro.
William Betz on January
15, 1949, thus permanently
establishing a place for
herself in the Home. Bro.
and Sr. Ensminger returned on Febuary 1 to help in
the work during the linValley Chapel Memorial Home, Canton, Ohio
gering illness of Sr. Smith.
Dear Readers of the Visitor:
She was bedfast almost a year and passed
Greetings in Jesus' name. We have been to her reward August 18, 1949. She was a
asked repeatedly why we do not write a patient sufferer and many times with tears
report of the Home so at this time we shall running down her cheeks, spoke with aptake the time to tell a little of the details preciation of the care she was receiving.
of the work here.
Those who are at the Home at the present
It will be three years ago this December time are: Mr. Elmer Smith, Sr. Lida Moist,
that this large nine room house, barn and Mrs. Margaret Andrews and Bro. and Sr.
several chicken houses with about four acres William Betz. We wish to express our deep
of land was offered for sale. The place is appreciation for the two years of sacrificial
about 600 feet from the Valley Chapel labor of Sr. Lucy Gibbony Ensminger who
Church on the corner of Georgetown and so ably managed the work and received
only a minimum wage, and for the Young
Trump Road.
People of Northern Ohio who paid this alNeed had arisen to care for an aged sis- lowance.
ter and her husband, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Bro. and Sr. Ensminger have gone to
Smith, and with the $3,000 which they had
to offer towards their care and after spend- California, as they had planned after Sr.
ing the greater part of several days and Smith's death, and Sr. Betz has again renights in fasting and prayer, I felt very sumed entire responsibility, having now
definitely led to venture by faith in purchas- been with us almost a year and is ably car^
ing the property as a Home for some of our ing for her family of four. The guests are
aging members who did not have families all in reasonably good health at this time
to care for them, also having in mind that for which we thank God.
it would be a very suitable place for a parThis Home, of course, is Church property.
sonage at some future time if the Home was The Northern Ohio District took it over the
no longer needed as a Home or in case it year following its purchase and trustees
was needed, plenty of room would be avail- were appointed and confirmed by Conference
able to build a parsonage on the same piece of 1948.
of ground. In consulting with the trustees,
Bro. William Betz who came to the Home
consent was given with the understanding about a year after its operation gave a gift
that I would not bring a great financial bur- of $500 to the Home which was greatly
den upon the district. The purchasing price appreciated, besides money for Life Memof the property was $12,000. All we had to bership, so that we were able to reduce the
go on was the $3,000 given by the Smiths, debt considerably and just within the past
but God seemed to say, that if I would ven- three months two different parties gave us
ture by faith, He would see the project a gift of $1,000 each. At the present time
through. "The Lord hath done great things the amount still due on the Home is $4,000.
for us, whereof we are glad." We do want The $1,000 was given by Bro. and Sr. Euto praise Him for the unexpected ways He gene Burford of New Castle, Pennsylvania,
has been answering prayer.
and is being held in reserve towards making
The Home was furnished with furniture, some needed changes in the building, addbedding, dishes, etc., by brethren and sisters ing a downstairs bathroom, etc. We also
of the district, as well as some local people understand a fire escape will be needed to
who were not of our church but were in- meet state requirements if we take in more
terested in the project. The Smiths also than four guests.
donated some things. Cash donations were
The other $1,000 given recently was from
given and considerable coal, and we deeply Miss Amanda Baker the daughter of the
appreciate the milk, eggs, meat, chickens late Dr. W. O. Baker of Louisville, Ohio.
and other produce that is given regularly She gave this money just four days before
by some of the churches in the district as she died. She especially asked for Sr. Heisey
well as by a number of individuals. We and she was with her the last eight days
especially want to mention the new refriger- that she lived. In speaking to her about
ator which was purchased recently—made her soul, Miss Baker said she was ready to
possible not only by those in our district go, that her godly father had taught her
but by friends from Southern Ohio and else- the way of salvation, but that there was
where. An offering was also received from something troubling her which she wanted
the Highland Sunday School which came at to attend to before she left this world. Her
a very needy time and was greatly appreci- brother Charles, who lives eighty miles
ated. Paper* paint and varnish were donated away, was summoned and she instructed him
as well as days of hard labor by some of to draw out one thousand dollars and give
our local brethren and sisters in redecorat- it to the Home. This came as a great suring a number of the rooms for which we prise to us as nothing had ever been intibelieve the Lord has richly rewarded them.
mated that she intended to do something

December 26, 1949
like that, although she took a keen interest
in the Home, had given bedding and other
things as well as cash donations at various
time.s.
Charles Baker who is 76 years old, lives
alone at Elyria, Ohio, and is the only.surviver of Bishop W. O. Baker's family. He
came out to our place about seven months
ago, asking about the Home and stating
that he intended making his will as he was
not well, and felt that in honor of his father
he would like to leave some of his money
to the Home, as he feels there should be
more such places to care for the aged who
have no families to care for them. We do
want to thank the Lord for the way He has
been answering prayer.
We ask a keen interest in your prayers
for Charles Baker the only living survivor
of Bishop W. O. Baker. He has been a
scoffer of religion, has never attended any
church regular but his heart is tender when
he recalls memories of his father. He came
across a copy of the anniversary number of
the Visitor which his sister had saved and
as he saw his father's picture and read of
his conversion, he broke down and wept like
a child. We have been speaking to him
about his soul and he acknowledged that
our Church (his father's Church) is as near
right as any—that we believe and practice
what we preach, and we are praying that
even in old age he may find Christ, for we
know:
Down in the human heart, Crushed by the
Temper,
Feelings lie buried that grace can restore.
We feel God's hand of blessing has been
on the project and that already it has proved
to be a haven of rest and happiness to some
of our old people. Any who have an interest
in helping in a project of this kind may
send all contributions to Paul Bechtel, Canton, Ohio, R. R. 3, Treasurer of the Board
of Trustees. You may feel sure it will be
used towards making the Home more comfortable for those who abide there as there
are some improvements and repairs very
necessary.
May we continue to have the prayers and
the support of the church to make it a place
where God will delight to let His shekinah
glory rest upon and bless whoever comes
under its shelter and care.
—Bishop Henry P. Heisey.
Marsh Creek, Howard, Pa.
On August 28 a greatly anticipated day
arrived, to both the Christians of this community, as w^ell as to other folk who were
interested in this project. It was the day
of dedication for the new church building
of Marsh Creek.
The day was warm but beautiful, and the
church was filled with folk who were eager
to share this joy with us. A brief historical
sketch of the brethren's work in this area
was given by Eld. S. W. Heisey. Bishop
Henry Miller delivered the dedicatory message in which he followed man's desire and
mode of worship from Genesis to our present
time. It was truly inspiring and encouraging. Bro. Walter Bohen prayed the dedicatory prayer, in which he brought us all before God with the responsibility of keeping
every part of the building and grounds
wholly dedicated to God for a holy purpose.
The treasurer's report informed us that
the entire cost of the building, excluding the
labor and material donated, was $7,778.23.
This was encouraging and we who have the
use of this building wish to thank heartily
everyone who helped make this possible. The
offering of the day was received, after
pledge cards were distributed, and both of(Concluded on next page)
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God Is Able . . .
M. M. Dexter
I know my God is able to deliver;
Able to save from direst human ill;
Able, as when He saved the Hebrew
children,
Almighty
still.
But if, perchance, His plans are not as my
plans,
If hid in darkness should my pathway
be;

' t'JWJk*

If

when I plead He does
answer,
Nor care for me—

not seem

Then, though men scoff and bitterly
me—
Mtslialiezi Mission, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.
FAREWELL

REVIAL

Love Feast Sunday at Mtshabezi witnessed another event of interest. Sr. Naomi
Lady gave her final farewell at the station
where she had spent so many years of her
life.
The church was well filled and the Africans listened attentively to one who had
ever sought to lead them in the steps of
Christ. The message was not new, "Be
strong in the faith." After Sr. Lady's message Tebele Moyo, our deacon, gave a few
fitting words of appreciation for her years
of service and life among the Africans. He
recalled that he was but a lad when Sr.
Lady came to the field and that she seemed
somehow now to belong to the place.
On Monday afternoon the African and
Missionary Staffs had a period of fellowship
together. The African teachers and nurses
rendered a short program; a couple of messages in song were given and three expressions of appreciation for Sr. Lady. We were
all drawn closer as a group for the time
together.
The final missionary gathering was at
dinner Tuesday evening. Those of you who
have gone through separations in your own
family know how loath we all are to break
up such gatherings. Bro. Mann led in evening devotions.
Since it was planned that the group would
leave for town at 5:00 A.M. the mission
was astir early. In the grey light of early
dawn the mission girls and teachers lined
both sides of the road. As Sr. Lady left her
room over two hundred voices began singing softly, "God Be With You." Brief farewells were spoken to those of the mission
staff who were remaining here and the car
started slowly between the ranks of girls
singing, "Smite death's threatning wave before you." The car was nearing the end of
the girls—"God be with you." The car stopped; Sr. Lady stepped out for a final "God
bless you!" Then the car moved on. The
girls turned quietly to their dormitories, and
a glorious sunrise began to cast its beams
across the Eastern sky. Sr. Lady was on
her way to America.

Our revival services started October 9,
with Dhlodhlo, one of our three African
ministers, as evangelist. He declared the
truth boldly and clearly and we thank God
for those who received help.
I know you will be interested to hear of
one old woman, Naka Tebele, who repented
near the close of the meeting. We believe
she truly found God. Some of you in the
homeland have been praying for her the
past year and God has answered. She is one
who earlier had made many excuses for not
becoming a Christian, such as—her son and
family are Christians and "that's enough
for our family." Also, she said she was too
old. Her son is our deacon here. The granddaughter who is one of our teachers was so
happy about her grandmother's conversion.
She seemed quite impressed too when she
learned that people in America had been
praying for her.
Naka Tebele has not been coming to services regularly as she has been ill, so a few
days ago some of us walked over to her
home about two miles away to visit her. She
seemed very glad to see us and we had a
nice chat and prayer with her, her son and
his wife. The dear old soul seems really
happy, though her comprehension of spiritual things naturally is not what it would
be had she repented in her youth.
One thing we learned from the daughterin-law is that the old grandmother did not
need to give up tobacco and beer when she
accepted Christ, for she had used neither
of them for years, due to chest trouble. But
one thing she has given up is the habit of
eating meat of animals which just died.
Even though she lived in a Christian village
where this kind of meat was not eaten, I
suppose her friends would bring her a piece
now and again, knowing that she would eat
it. So we thank God for this "fruit" of
repentance. Will you not join in prayer that
she may grow in grace and the knowledge
of our Lord Jesus Christ.
At the close of our meetings we had baptismal and communion services. Twentynine were baptized and three returned to
the church. Please pray for them. We were
happy to have some of our co-workers from
Matopo with us over the week-end. God
met with us.
—F. Mabel Frey.

—Beth Winger.

to

deride

Listen! I fling my challenge to the sky!
God can deliver—but IF NOT, I'll trust
Him,
And trusting, DIE.
—The Evangelical Christian.

In The Homeland
(Continued from page twelve)
fering and pledges amounted to §771.40,
leaving a debt of $3,013.14.
Since the dedication, there have been
various donations coming to us, which have
decreased the debt, and we firmly believe
that this need will be met, and that all who
help will not go unrewarded.
We are thanking the Lord for increased
attendance at all of our services, especially
our Sunday morning service. While our attendance had so noticeably increased, there
was another problem created. Due to the
fact that so many of our folk come from unsaved homes, they would feel that they had
to leave after Sunday School so as to have
dinner for the household on time. To meet
this challenge, Bishop Samuel Wolgemuth,
our recent evangelist suggested the unified
service, which has solved the same difficulty
in his church. This begins our services at
9:30, with Sunday School until 10:30, and
then a half hour preaching service. We find
that this has proven a great blessing, and
solves that problem for these various folk.
Bro. Wolgemuth's efforts while with us
have been greatly appreciated by both the
church and the community. God's spirit
came upon us in mighty convicting power
every evening. For years, prayers have been
ascending to the throne for the men of this
valley, and we praise the Lord that two have
been rescued and really born again. If you
would know these men as we do, and see
the wonderful change in their lives, you
would say with us, "Truly the Lord is beginning to work in Marsh Creek." Also one
girl was saved, and many other hands were
raised for prayer. We feel that the Lord
has spread His mantle over the work here,
and we are encouraged to push the battle on
till Jesus comes. There are yet many who
are counting the cost, praise His name, and
we ask that our friends of the Visitor keep
holding this work before the throne of God.
—Cora Buckwalter.
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They Did It Together
Virgie Evans

Rogers

RS. Dale Warren was baffled. She had
accepted the job as superintendent of
the children's department of the Sunday
school with an enthusiastic, "I'll be glad
to." But now on her first Sunday morning
as the children raced noisily into the dirty,
unattractive basement as if to play, she was
momentarily bewildered. She took a deep
breath and managed a cheery, "Good mornning."

poster. Another was seated in a large semicircle discussing the lesson.
"We have a nice big church building
here," Mrs. Warren began in a quiet voice
when the children were seated. They listened. "Upstairs we have a lovely sanctuary. It belongs to all of us — all the
church family—just as the living room at
home belongs to all the family. Some of
you have your own room at home, and it
In the worship period, only during the is up to you to help keep it clean and in
story did all of them listen at one time. order. Here at church the basement is our
She found the same inattention, giggling, Sunday-school room. How many would
like to have it clean and fixed u p ? "
and talking in class groups.
All hands went up, even Tommy WatAfter the last child had made a noisy
exit Mrs. Warren scrutinized the room as son's.
We teachers have thought of things to
she waited for the teachers. "It could do
with a thorough cleaning," she found her- do to make it look better. But at home
self thinking, "and then . . . but it must be your parents usually let you help with fixing up your room. And we knew that you
a joint project," she reminded herself.
No one wanted to be late to church but would want to help with our room here.
the teachers agreed to meet in the basement You have been looking at pictures of other
boys and girls in their Sunday-school
for a few minutes afterwards.

M

Together the five women surveyed the
room.
"It's so dirty," Mrs. Martin, apologized.
"It hasn't had more than the top layer of
dust removed in months."
"Things accumulate so, and there's no
place to keep them," Mrs. Johnson remarked, looking at the piano with its accumulation of books, vases, offering plates, and
other odds and ends.
They considered the haphazard arrangement of the room. It was more conducive
to rowdyism, they agreed, than to worship
and study, but they could think of no
changes to suggest.
"Think over possible improvements during the week," Mrs. Warren suggested.
"Next Sunday we'll discuss the matter with
the children. It will mean more to them
if they help with the planning and work.
Some of your teachers' helps may have
suggestions or pictures."
The next Sunday morning the children
arrived with the usual noise. As they came
in they were shown pictures of other children at Sunday school. One picture showed
children near a worship center singing a
hymn. One group sat at a table making a

My Garden of Faith
Charles R.

Stump

There is a precious gift in life
For which we would give thanks;
Itfs such a goodly thing He gave
Unto each for their very own:
A little garden plot of faith
Wherein is found a niche of time
For us to erect a worship throne.
For each was planned this gift of life,
He truly called it good,
This garden citadel of our will.
Thus is there found in man a breath
Not known to dumb cattle on the hill.
And what joy its loyalty yields
To him who obeys His holy will.
There does He come to walk beside
And comradeship for me provide.
In the cool of morn! or sunset gay,
His voice I hear when I am quiet.
The green grass, too, His steps caress,
His eyes no slumber seek at night,
And with His presence is loveliness.
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rooms. These may have given you ideas of
things we can do. You can get other ideas
by looking around. Let's stand up so we
can see all over the room."
Everyone stood.
"Take a good look at the room," she
continued, "and when you have one or
more things to suggest you may sit down
quietly. When everyone has sat down we
will each tell our suggestions."
They all looked around. Soon they began to sit down.
"Now we are all ready," Mrs. Warren
suggested when all were quietly seated.
"Let's ask Mrs. Martin to write them on
the blackboard."
Teachers and pupils alike made their
suggestions, some mentioning s e v e r a l
things.
Thirty-two children were present. They
divided into five working committees, one
of which was to work with a teacher and
Mrs. Warren each day after school for the
next week.
Mrs. Warren closed the discussion, which
had taken the place of worship, with a
prayer of thanks for their church, and
asked guidance and help in carrying out
their plans.
In the days that followed she called, by
phone or in person, the home of each child
the day before he was to work, so that no
one forgot and all parents understood.
Children who had been absent were also
included.
Each group tackled the project with enthusiasm.
The long tables, used only for occasional
church suppers, took up one side of the
room. They stacked them two layers deep
against the wall and hung a curtain over
them, except for two which were selected
for the two class groups which met in the
room. Mrs. Wade, the Primary teacher,
gave two old washstands which the children enjoyed painting and fixing for supply cupboards.
Wall pictures were straightened. The
Good Shepherd had been standing on his
head. "What disrespect can be caused by
the loss of one tack," Mrs. Warren thought
as she steadied the chair on which a Junior
boy stood to fix it. Fresh pictures replaced
soiled ones.
The entire room was cleaned and dusted.
Unwanted things were discarded or stored.
Places were found for others.
A worship center had been suggested,
but details were left to Wednesday's committee and whatever materials they could
find. Across the center front wall they
hung an old bedspread that Mrs. Martin
brought, which made a soft, pretty background. In front of this they placed an old
library table, draping it with a discarded
portiere brought by one of the girls.
Two of the boys, with Mrs. Warren's
help, made a rough cross which they put
(Continued on page sixteen)
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Gunmen And The Gospel
"The days of miracles
AVE You ever been compelled to look
down into the muzzle of a gun or been
brought face to face with the possibility of
instant death?
One evening, I sauntered down Kenmore
Avenue and proceeded to start my car, but
discovered that the gas tank was empty. I
stepped over to a near-by garage, secured
two gallons of gas. poured it into the tank
and again tried to start the motor. This
time it responded with its usual purr, but
before I could close the door the muzzle of
a revolver intruded itself upon my ribs
with a man at the other end of it, who
exclaimed none too gently. "It's a stick-up.
Get over on the other side. I can drive this
car."
Upon complying with his order I found
myself in front of another menacing weapon manned from the rear seat by its owner,
who proceeded to inform me that they only
wanted my money and mv car and would
let me out down the road, but warned me
very explicitly that they would stand for
no "monkev business" inasmuch as they
would rather kill ten men than go to jail
once. I tossed over mv wallet, the contents
of which seemed so to please his fancy that
he began to wax chummy.
"You have a pretty nice car here. Got
any monev in the b a n k ? " was his next remark. "Why yes." I replied. "I might
have a couple of dollars, but I'm not at all
disturbed about your taking this money,
neither am I concerned about the possibility of your bumping me off into eternity
because T am a Christian. I belong to the
Lord, and I know that if I am absent from
this body. I will be present with the Lord
for all eternity. But the thing that grieves
me is the fact that both of you boys have
souls which would be pitched into an endless and everlasting hell if you were suddenly called to meet your Maker, and God
says in His Word, sinners are like 'raging
waves of the sea. foaming out their own
shame: wandering stars, to whom is reserved the blackness of darkness for'ever.' "
After painting as black a picture of
God's wrath as I could recall from His
word, I waited a moment, expecting to be
kidded about the Sunday school "line" or
feel his indignation heaped upon my head
through the butt of his gun; but under the
stress of emotion I had forgotten God's
eternal and unchanging promise. "My
word . . . shall not return unto me void."
and to my surprise this was his reply:
"You know, I never had anyone talk to
me this way, and I'll confess to you that
you make me feel ashamed of myself: but
I am not in this racket for pleasure. I have
a mother to support and times are tough.
What's a fellow going to do—starve?"
"Yes, I can see your side of it: but suppose you were able to hold up someone
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The Death of Mrs. Prayer
Meeting

are still with us . . ."
and get a million dollars, you would have
to go to hell just the same. Then suppose
that by some means you were able to gain
the whole world, and in the end lost your
soul, the Word of God says it would profit
you nothing. Listen, brother. I believe as
firmly as I believe you're in the back seat
that 'All things work together for good to
them that love God' for He says so. I don't
know just why He permitted this experience to come to a child of His, but I rather
imagine that He brought it about for your
benefit, that you might hear the Word of
Life and learn of Christ, who can and will
supply your every need and take you home
to Heaven for all eternity."
He was silent for a moment, and then
replied. "I believe you're right about that.
I would like to get a job and go straight.
Do you think that they would help us there
at that church where you come f r o m ? " I
told them that our church was located at
the corner of Sheridan Road and Wilson
Avenue, where the large electric sign on
the tower blazed out the fact that "Christ
died for our sins." and informed them that
I felt sure that they would be glad to help
them get back on their feet again.
"Well, Buddy." he replied, "we're going
to give you a break—we're going to let you
keep your car; but what are you going to
do when we beat it—send the police after
us?"
I said. "Boys. I'll make a bargain with
you. If you will both promise to read these
tracts I am going to give you, I'll promise
to go straight home without squealing, and
what's more. I'll ask every Christian friend
I can to pray for you fellows that you will
get no rest or peace until you have accepted
Christ as your Savior."
"Shake. Buddy." he said, "I'm taking a
whale of a chance, but I'll make good on
that promise if it's the last thing I ever
do." And with that he pulled out his roll,
of bills and offered me a five dollar bill to
get home. I refused it, saying.
"You may need it worse than I do. If
you will give me a dollar to buy gas, we'll
part as friends."
For twenty or thirty minutes our selfappointed chauffeur had been driving up
one street and down another, but finally
he pulled up to the curb on Clarendon
Avenue, and both men stood outside the
car listening to the Gospel for five or ten
minutes. The chap who had been driving
appeared very nervous and suspicious, and
warned his friend that they were taking
too much of a chance standing on the street
with guns in their pockets listening to me;
but his friend replied:
"I think this guy is a square shooter. If
he goes back on his promise, I'd feel like
burning every church in Chicago."
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E NOTE in the "Free Will Echo" that
Mrs. Prayer Meeting is dead. In
the belief that friends of the deceased
might be interested, we reprint the death
notice:
"Mrs. Prayer Meeting died recently at
the First Neglected Church, on Worldly
Avenue. Born many years ago in the midst
of great revivals, she was a strong, healthy
child, fed largely on testimony and Bible
study, soon growing into world-wide prominence, and was one of the most influential
members of the famous Church family.
"For the past several years Sister Prayer
Meeting has been failing in health, gradually wasting away until rendered helpless
by stiffness of knees, coldness of heart, inactivity and weakness of purpose and will
power. At the last she was but a shadow
of her former happy self. Her last whispered words were inquiries concerning the
strange absence of her loved ones now
busy in the marts of trade and places of
worldly amusements.
"Experts, including Dr. Works. Dr. Reform and Dr. Joiner, disagreed as to the
cause of her fatal illness, administering
large doses of organization, socials, contests and drives, but to no avail. A post
mortem showed that a deficiency of spiritual food coupled with the lack of faith,
heartfelt religion and general support, were
contributing causes. Only a few were present at her death, sobbing over memories of
her past beautv and power.
"In honor of her going, the church doors
will be closed on Wednesday nights, save
the third Wednesdav night of each month,
when the Ladies' Pink Lemonade Societv
serves refreshments to the men's, handball
team."—Submitted by Elam 0.
Dohner.
Baptist Messenger.

W

With further apologies they both shook
my hand with genuine fervor and disappeared again into their night of sin. I rubbed my eyes to make sure I had not just
awakened from a terrible nightmare, and
said aloud. "Praise God. the days of miracles are still with u s ! "
I was unable to be at church the following Sunday evening on account of an attack of "flu," but two men were there who
fitted their description perfectly, and I
have no doubt that God will eventually
save their souls.
If you should suddenly be called upon
to face death and pass into eternity, would
you be prepared?
Accept Jesus Christ as your Savior and
become a member of God's family.
"But as many as received him (Christ)
to them gave he power to become the sons
of God. even to them that believe on his
name." (John 1:12).—L. C. H. in The
Shantyman.
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They Did It Together

Minced Oaths

(Continued from page fourteen)

VISITING minister, after finishing a
A
prayer in the Sunday School, heard a
girl say, "Gosh, what a prayer!" Such an
exclamation seems unsuitable in expressing one's comment regarding a prayer. A
little thought will lead anyone to conclude
that "Gosh" is not a suitable word for any
person who is a Christian, on any occasion.
When we look into the original meanings
of such interjections, we are surprised to
find that so many Christian people play so
loosely with words the dictionary terms
"Minced Oaths."
A commonly used interjection is "Gee."
It is capitalized in Webster's "New International Dictionary." and given this definition: "A form of Jesus, used in minced
oaths." Two common words and their
definitions are these: "Golly—a euphemism for God. used in minced oaths; gosh—
a substitute for God. used in minced oaths."
"Darn, darned, darnation" are said to be
colloquial euphemisms for "Damn, damned, damnation." Persons who allow their
lips to utter "Gosh-darned" quite freely, ought not to be coming from the lips of
would be shocked if they realized they were Christian people.
cursing just as brazenly as the bold man
The above list of minced oaths is not a
of the street.
c o m p l e t e list of possible bad words.
The third commandment requires the Enough has been said to make the point
careful use of God's Name, titles, at- clear. The use of such words will dull our
tributes, ordinances, words and works. Cer- Christian testimony.
To be victorious in this matter, to lick
tainly such exclamations as. "goodness,"
"mercy." "gracious." are attributes of God. the problem of minced oaths in your life,
When these words are used as exclamations the prayer of David ought to be offered
daily, "Let the words of my mouth and the
they become blasphemous.
meditation of my heart, be acceptable in
The use of minced oaths is quite conThy sight. 0 Lord, my strength and my
trary to the teaching of the New Testament
Redeemer." (Psalm 19:14).
and Christ. For example, Christ said, "But
—By courtesy of Rev. Richard
Derby,
I say unto you, swear not at all. . . But
let your speech be, Yea, yea; Nay. nay; Jr., Pastor of Christian Church, SpringSubmitted
by Elam 0.
and whatsoever is more than these is of the field, Kentucky.
evil one." (Matt. 5:34-37). The phrase Dohner.
"Whatsoever is more than these" suggests
the use of an exclamation or an expletive,
which is defined as "something added
merely for a filling . . . not necessary to
the sense."
James, using almost exactly the words
of Christ as quoted above, adds. ". . . that
ye fall not under judgment."
(James
5:12). Christ w<arned that every idle word
we speak will be held against us in the
judgment. If we try to excuse ourselves
by saying these words accidentally slip
from our lips, heed the Holy Spirit's warning. "If any man thinketh himself to be
religious, while he bridleth not his tongue,
but deceiveth his heart, this man's religion
is vain." (James 1:26).
James seemed puzzled by the same thing
puzzling us, namely, the presence of minced
oaths on the Christian's lips. He called
the tongue a "Restless evil . . . full of
deadly poison." Brethren, these words
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on the table. In front of it they placed the
discarded church Bible, opening it to the
beginning of the Sermon on the Mount.
An offering plate was put on each side of
the Bible.
Chairs were arranged in a semicircle in
double rows and the ones that squeaked
or came apart were mended.
The work was nearly completed by
Thursday night. Friday's committee put
on the finishing touches, then planned the
worship for Sunday morning, which they
were to conduct.
Five minutes before time to begin they
took their places with three, including Mrs.
Warren, on each side of the worship center.
Mrs. Wade was at the piano.
As the others arrived they slipped into
the chairs and sat quietly waiting in awe
and wonder.
The theme*1 of the service was the church.
Members of the committee gave the call
to worship, led the singing, read the Scripture, and recited a poem. Mrs. Warren
told the story of the Hebrews working together to build the tent church, as they had
worked together to fix their room. The
service closed with one of the older girls
giving an original prayer of thanks for
their church and for the work they had
done.
In the discussion which followed they
voted to have a worship committee each
Sunday, on which each child would have a
turn.
For their many extra hours of work
Mrs. Warren and the teachers felt rewarded
a hundredfold as they watched the children's eager faces and heard their happy
comments. All seemed to feel as the little
girl who was overheard to remark to another. "It's awful nice!"
—The New Century Leader.

•I**!**^********************4**4************************^

FILL ME , LORD
Fannie E.
Fill me, Lord, with more of Thee,
Fill me 'till I cannot see,
Satan's wiles to drag me down,
Promising an earthly crown,
Money, friends and pleasures, too,
Found along life's avenue;
When temptations would beguile,
Hold me closer,
Let me glimpse the afterwhile.
I would be so filled, dear Lord,
That Thy love, on me outpoured,
Comforts me in sorrow's hour,
And when tests would bid me cower,
Or when worldly friends disown

Davidson
And my every act bemoan;
When the world would me revite,
Fold me closer,
Let me see Thy tender smile.
I would knoiv Thee better still,
Yield obedience to Thy will,
Make of Thee my all in all,
Know in Thee I cannot fall;
Lead me gently by the hand,
I ivould serve at Thy command;
I would follow mile on mile,
Draw me closer,
Let me hear Thy voice the while.
—The Sunday School Banner.
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"But If Not"
(Continued from page nine)
victory side — we will follow; we will
serve; we will continue as servants of the
Most High. "But if not" — what then?
These three young men afford us an illustration and an example. It is as if they
said: "If not"—we will not abate one jot
or tittle of our testimony. "If not"—we
will still believe in the governing will of
God. "If not"—we will still refuse to bow
down to the idol. "But if not—'be it known
unto thee, 0 king, we stand where we do,
and where we did.' 'We can yield our lives,
but we cannot sacrifice our consciences.'
The alternative of a man's faith attests
the quality of his character. For instance,
there is the man, who, because he is disappointed becomes self-pitying; he nurses his
grief until the babe grows into the giant,
and that which he nourished becomes tyrannical and despotic. We know the man to
whom self-consequence is the supreme consideration. We know the man who is satisfied with a shallow answer to a great question. We know the man in whom disappointment is apt to breed disbelief. God
meant, by means of this isolated experience
of disappointment, to woo him into a closer
fellowship with Himself. This is the man
in whom the subtle interactions of conscience and courage lead to loss of integrity, and. hence, to loss of vision, for it
is the man who is pure in heart who sees
God. This is the man whose character becomes deteriorated because his disappointed faith has no alternative: because his lips
have never learned to frame the noble
words of these three Hebrew children, "But
if not." In the light of these words look
over the whole programme of your life,
not only over that which has gone, but
over that 'which is yet to come, and write
over it: "This is my faith. This is my
hope. This is my expectation. But if not
—then the programme is unchanged; I go
on with Him who loved me. and gave Himself for me. I trust Him. and not my own
poor misinterpretations of the greatness of
His promises, and of His grace."
"But if not." Let me point out to you
the true significance, not on the negative.
but on the positive side. There will be no
deviation from duty, however great the disappointment. There will be no cessation
of hostility to evil, however long delayed
success mav be. There will be no lowering
of aim. The man of God is as firm and
unmovable as the very rock. For instance,
there is the statesman who is defeated at
the polls on a moral issue; the fluctuating
and unstable emotions and suffrages of the
crowd are against him. Does he give up
the struggle? Does he say: "This is not
politic; I will cast aside mv faith"? No,
if he is a worthy man. he will say: "If I
win, this is carried. If not, it carries m e ! "

E V A N G E L I C A L
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Or again, there is the business man who
applies consecration to commerce; who applies the ethics of Jesus to his relationships
with men and things; and he soon finds
that he is in the pressure of business competition which threatens to sweep the very
life out of him. God help such a man to
say "But if not." "If my application of the
ethics of Jesus to my life's work is not successful, I will still go on with Him. I will
take it all as the great governing love of
God to me. Who seeks to make my character, even though my fortune be lost."
Or, there is the Christian worker, who
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the peril; He delivered them in it—which
was infinitely greater. He made the peril
contribute to the strengthening of their
whole being. They did not escape from
the fire; but they experienced a fellowship
in the fire which they had never before
known. God did not check the king's hand,
but He changed the king's heart.

This is not really an isolated incident.
Abraham hears the voice of God bidding
him to sacrifice his son. And Isaac says to
his father: "Here is the wood for the burnt
offering; but where is the l a m b ? " And
Abraham says: "The Lord will provide a
lamb—but if not—you go on to the brow
of the hill, and we will raise the altar."
There is another man, and he is sitting
amid the ruins of a once prosperous life;
his family has gone; his health has gone;
his friends are taunting him. Listen to J o b :
"He knoweth the way I take, and when He
hath tried me. I shall come forth as gold—
but if not—though He slay me, yet will I
trust Him." There is another man, a man
whose heroic courage and marvelous selfeffacement gives to him the place which
Jesus assigned to him. as the greatest of all
men born of women—John the Baptist. He
was persuaded of Christ's identity and His
mission. He proclaimed Him as the Lamb
of God. And yet John was frankly puzzled by the slowness of Christ's progress,
and by the seeming impossibility of Christ
ever reaching the victorious side of His
programme. And, perplexed still more by
Christ's non-intervention on his behalf as
he lay in the prison house, he sends to
Christ a message, saying, "Art thou He
that should come?—but if not, do we still
go on looking for another." And think of
Paul, a man who more than any other
proclaimed the Evangel of Christ. Listen
to his words: "In all these things we are
more than conquerors, through Him that
loved us." "Thanks be unto God who always leadeth us forth in triumph in Christ."
faithfully preaches the Gospel to those liv- " I can do all things through Christ which
ing in the darkness of heathendom, or in strengtheneth me." "The Gospel is the
the squalor and materialism of the home- power of God unto salvation to everyone
field, and who sees that the Gospel of that believeth." And he finds himself in a
Christ wins its triumphs slowly, and that it prison with little opportunity to preach it.
calls for faith on the part of the one who But if not—what then? Why. Paul's prison
proclaims it, even more than it does on the utterances are more magnificent in their
part of the one who receives it. God help faith than the words which he uttered ere
such an one to say: "Success, or no success. the manacles were put upon him. "I know
Revival, or no revival. Ingathering, or no in whom I have believed." "I have fought
ingathering — I go on with Him." For, a good fight; I have finished my course;
after all. the true faith of these men is not I have kept the faith. Henceforth there is
founded upon subjective experience, but laid up for me a crown of righteousness.''
upon objective principle; that God is love; But we must not close with Paul. Listen to
that God is righteousness, and eternal jus- Jesus: "Father, if it be possible, let this cup
tice; and that in the end God wins; and pass from me — but if not — Thy will be
they that are with Him win also.
done." Jesus Himself is the Exemplar to
How did God respond to the faith of the us of disappointed faith's alternative.
three Hebrew children? Well, He did not
deliver them from the furnace. Into the
The world and the devil are helpless
furnace they went. God's response to their against the man who says: "But if not."
magnificent faith was larger than they ever
dreamed of. God did not deliver them from
—Evangelical Christian.
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The Soldier and The Star
/ . H. Hunter
FEW months ago I was in Bethlehem.
I stood in the grotto of the Nativity
in the dim. religious light that only serves
to accentuate the gloom. The air was heavy
with incense, the grotto was close and
stuffy. Nothing had changed since I was
there five years ago. The flickering lights
of the sanctuarv lamps cast shadows on the
wall that barely served to disclose the
ikons. The silver star, surrounded by fifteen lamps, gleams on the floor marking
the supposed spot of the Savior's birth.

A

Beside it stands a khaki-clad soldier of
the Arab legion, a Mohammedan, placed
there to keep peace between the Greek, the
Armenian and the Latin Christians who are
ready to turn and rend one another in their
zeal for tradition. Silent and impassive he
stands there at the spot where the Prince
of Peace was born, a grim reminder that
wars and rumors of wars are the order of
the day. and that peace on earth and good
will among men is still an unrealized
dream, a promise yet unfulfilled.
That soldier and that star! They symbolize the age-long conflict between the
powers of darkness and light, between God
and the devil, between war and peace. I
came out of the grotto sad of heart and
emerged into the sunshine and the open
air.
Subdued and thoughtful, my companion
and I walked through the narrow streets,
the same streets on which shone the everlasting light in the long ago. Past the Milk
Grotto we went to an old Mohammedan
cemetery overlooking the shepherd's fields.
It was late in the afternoon, and the sun
was tinging the western sky with that mystic beauty so peculiar to the sunsets of
Palestine, the like of which is not to be
found elsewhere in the world.
I could see the Mountains of Moab in the
distance shrouded in a slight haze; the
towers and minarets of Jerusalem lay to
the northeast: at my feet lay the stretch of
valley and field that is the most historic
in all the world. "And there were in the
same country shepherds abiding in the
field, keeping watch over their flocks by
night." . . . The old. old story so familiar
from childhood rushed again upon one's
memory when gazing on their fields.
Somewhere within the range of my vision
the glory of the Lord shone round about
those shepherds. Over the spot I was looking at floated the song that for 2.000 years
has been the longing and hope of a wartorn
world, the strain that will one day echo to
earth's remotest bounds. "Glory to God in
the highest, and on earth peace. Good will
towards men."
How lone;, 0 Lord, how long?—Selected.
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The Meaning of Prayer
Frances McKinnon

Morton

A breath
Means
A breath
Means

of prayer in the morning
a day of blessing sure;
of prayer in the evening
a night of rest secure;

A breath
Means
A breath
Means

of prayer
a clasp of
of prayer
some one

in our vxakness
a mighty hand;
when we're lonely
to understand;

A breath of prayer in our sorrows
Means comfort and peace and rest;
A breath of prayer in our doubtings
Assures us the Lord knows best;
A breath of prayer in rejoicing
Gives joy and added delight,
For they that, remember God's goodness
Go singing far into the night.
There's never a year nor a season
That prayer may not bless every hour
And never a soul need be helpless
When linked with God's infinite power.
—Exchange.
It is all right to go to another man's fire
for light, but don't stay there.
When you are in the wrong place, your
right place is empty.

I •!> I

News Items
Complete Plans for Conference
A rescue mission superintendent, a major
general in the United States Army, and a
Canadian bishop are among new speakers
recently added to the list for Moody Bible
Institute's Founder's Week celebration January 30 through February 5.
"Set your affections on things above" and
"Follow righteousness, faith, charity, peace"
have been selected as conference themes, according to Henry Kraakevik, director of the
Institute's extension department. A total
of 8,000 Christian leaders from all over the
country are expected to attend.
Altogether, more than twenty outstanding
speakers and fifteen musicians will be on
the program. Formerly with the staff of
General Douglas MacArthur, Major General
William K. Harrison, Jr., is now chief of
the Armed Forces Information and Education Division. The Rev. Fred C. Zarfas, just
returned from a speaking tour in Great
Britain, is superintendent of the Mel Trotter
Mission, Grand Rapids, Michigan. Bishop
E. J. Swalm is chairman of the executive
board of the Brethren in Christ church,
Ontario, Canada. All three will be bringing
messages during the week.
"In these confused, uncertain, expectant
days of great prophetic significance," states
Mr. Kraakevik, "we are praying that this
conference will be a source of n e e d e d
strengthening to Christians everywhere."
—M. B. I. Publicity Office.
Millions Are Given To Wheaton College
WHEATON, ILL. — Announcement has
been made in Houston, Texas, of what ultimately will be a $2,500,000 gift to Wheaton
College.
The announcement was made in behalf of
Fred McManis, president of theW-K-M company of Houston, a $5,000,000 concern which
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has manufactured oil field equipment since
1918 and which is still in operation.
Under the terms of the gift, approximately ninety per cent of the company's stock
will be placed in trust for Wheaton college
and Southwestern university at Georgetown,
Texas, a Methodist institution. Seventy per
cent of subsequent earnings will be used to
retire the stock and when it is thus liquidated, tit'e will vest equally in the two
schools. In the meantime, the schools will
receive a percentage of the earnings, possibly ten per cent.
Wheaton College, long noted for its evangelical theological position, was founded in
1853 as the Illinois Institute and was chartered under its present name in 1860. Funds
for the original college plant were guaranteed by the Wheaton brothers, Warren
and Jesse, and by Erastus Gary, ancestor
of the late Judge Elbert Gary, for whom
the city of Gary was named.
Dr. Victor Raymond Edman, president,
said the school now has an enrollment of
1,500 and a faculty of 140. The students
are drawn from 46 states, Hawaii, Alaska,
and Washington, D. C, and from 18 foreign
countries. New enrollments each year are
limited to 600. This year there were 6,000
applications.

Relief Notes
News From Gronau Refugee Camp
A recent renort from Siegfried Janzen
describes the life at Gronau Camp during
the period when Mennonite processing had
h°en d e l v e d because of the eligibility question. When processing came to a sudden
halt, and the emigration hopes of many
were shattered, the refugees nevertheless
took the news in a spirit of resignation and
prayer. Then followed weeks of suspense,
anxiety, discouragement, and frustration as
the matter was reviewed by officials.
When approval was finally given for processing to be resumed, there was much
activitv at Gronau. The office staff worked
many hours overtime, to get the necessary
paDers prepared. However, the time was
not too busy for prayer. The camp leaders
proclaimed the news among the people and
all joined in an hour of silence and prayer
in gratitude for the deliverance wrought by
the Lord.
Gronau accommodates approximately 700
refugees, although the number varies considerably as new groups arrive and others
leave this processing center.

The Fruits of Forgiveness
Ken

Anderson

Even during the bitterest periods of the
Civil War. Abraham Lincoln never passed
up an opportunity to speak kind words
about the people of the south.
One day a strong Union enthusiast asked
him, "Whatever is the matter with you. Mr.
President. How can you speak so kindly
of our enemies in the south? You surely
aren't trying to make friends of your enemies? What you need to do is to try to
destroy your enemies!"
"In his usual quiet manner. Lincoln replied, "Do I not destroy my enemies—
when I make them my friends?"
—Christian Life.
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>£a^ On Glisilitma4>
Dorothy B. Morris
ATALIE WAS quiet as she and Craig
walked home from young people's.
A light snow was falling, and Natalie usually went into raptures over a sky that
looked as though it might deliver its burden of snow to the waiting earth. But
tonight Natalie did not mention the snow.
Craig tried to get her enthused, but his
efforts failed. At last he said. "Natalie,
what's wrong? Did I say something in my
message tonight that I shouldn't have?"
Natalie hesitated a moment. Then. "Your
theme was a little—well, a little like pouring salt into an open wound.'
T don't catch.'' replied Craig. "How
could a talk on confessing Christ at school
be painful to you? Seems to me you've
done a hangup job in letting the young
people know you're a Christian this year.
Oh, of course, it's been in a quiet sort of
way. but it has been effective all right. I
don't think confessing Christ at school
means you have to stand up in assembly
and testify as we do at church.''
"That's what you think!' Natalie interrupted. "And just what would you do
if you had been asked to speak in the
Christmas assembly on 'What Christmas
Means to M e ' ? "
Craig whistled softly. But before he
could reply Natalie continued. "Some of
them know I was born on Christmas, so
I suppose they thought I would be able to
give them a witty little talk on how disgusting it is to get birthday and Christmas
presents mixed up. But. Craig, you know
as well as I that isn't what Christmas
means to me. I was born again on Christmas, and my spiritual birthday has come
to mean a great deal more than my other
birthday."
""—and so for vou to confess Christ at
school now means to tell the assembly just
t h a t ? " Craig asked, understandingly.
"You know it does—and then you had to
get up tonight and talk about how Jesus
said that if we were ashamed of Him He
would be ashamed of us—if we didn't confess Him He wouldn't confess us. And 1
had just made my decision to tell the committee I couldn't talk on the subject thev
gave me. Your message made that decision
a slightly uncomfortable one."
"I see.' Craig said. "But you're going
to make a different decision now. aren't
you?"
"Oh. Craig. I'll just die. I can face the
students one or two at a time, but the lot of
them togeiher — and the teachers. You
know7 how some of them will have that
amused look on their faces. I'll stutter and
stammer, and make a perfect fool of myself. I think I'll prav that I'll be so hoarse
I can't talk that morning."

N

Craig laughed—just a little. "And then
maybe you'd get pneumonia and die and
go to heaven, 'what do you think you'd
say when you faced Jesus then? No good.
Natalie. If I'm any kind of a prophet I'm
thinking you are going to have as good a
speaking voice next week as you've ever
had. And the Lord is going to help you.
I'll pray for you—hard."
After Natalie had said good night to
Craig and gone into the house she got her
Bible and read over and over again the
texts he had used that night. The very
reading of them seemed to give courage,
and at last her decision w7as reversed.
But Natalie found that deciding to be
true to the Lord in her talk in the Christmas assembly did not change her feelings
much. Every time she passed the assembly
hall she had a sinking sensation in the pit
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of her stomach. But it wasn't the assembly
hall alone that gave her cold chills and
goose pimples. Miss Bonnell. the French
teacher, needed only to appear and Natalie
got weak in the knees. Natalie loved
French, and her relationship with Miss
Bonnell had been so pleasant. She could
see it all vanishing after the Christmas assembly for she knew the French teacher's
beautiful lips would curl in scorn, and her
sparkling black eyes would cloud in displeasure.
But the die was cast. Natalie knew she
would not turn back from her decision, but
it took all the courage she could muster to
live through the days before the program.
She read her Bible faithfully and prayed
almost constantly, but her feelings of fear
and shrinking from the coming ordeal did
not leave her.
Craig assured her of his standing by, and
every morning he handed her an encouraging promise from the Bible which he had
copied for her. Natalie held on to them as
a drowning man grasps the rope thrown to
( Continued on page twenty I
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%\xt ^J t a n
David Mohler
'For unto us a Child is born,' we hear the Prophet say,
And the refrain of angels' song, 'a Child is born today';
The One who sat on heaven's throne, close by the Father's side,
Transformed, to earth, a helpless babe, of comforts all denied.
We hear the weeping-prophet's strain, of Rachael's bitter tears,
The wailing mothers' loud lament, for those of tender years;
The Child becomes an exile in a distant idol-land,
Where His kindred suffered bondage and were ransomed by His hand.
His persecutor dropped the sceptre when called from earthly scene,
Then the Child returned from Egypt and became a Nazarene;
The doctors were astonished at the Holy-city feast,
When He proved who was the greatest whom they esteemed the least.
The Child no more is mentioned till the Baptist's voice is heard,
When He descends to Jordan and becomes the living Word;
The Child becomes a man in stature, full measure spirit-filled,
With the Father's benediction and the age-long tempest stilled.
Again the word prophetic paints the Man of Sorrows' grief;
And the value placed upon Him, for which Judas' gain was brief;
Tho' His cup o'erflowed with suffering, yet bold Peter added more,
Tho' defamed and evil-treated, yet the shame He meekly bore.
When Pilate would release Him, the Jews cried out again,
When the cross must be His portion, Pilate said, 'Behold the Man';
A man the while He suffered, a man beneath the sod,
But now a man no longer, He arose the Son of God'.
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He had,—given to a sinful world; a sacrificial gift so astounding that it staggers
comprehension.

Tell It Out
HERE ARE many holy days, memorial
days, holidays; days which commemorate events of great men like Washington
and Lincoln; birthdays of nations, like our
own fourth of July; but there is one day
different from them all. a world-wide day,
celebrating an event more wonderful than
any or all other events which have to do
with the history of the world. This day we
name Christmas, the day which commemorates the birth of Jesus Christ, God's Son.

T

We are not especially concerned with
reference to the question of whether He
was born in December or April. We are
thinking only of the fact that He was born
according to the prophetic Word of God,
born of a virgin; that He had no earthly
father; that He was God manifest in the
f] es h — the greatest of all mysteries — the
mystery of Godliness; the fact that for
hundreds of years the Jewish people looked for the fulfillment of the promise made
to Satan and recorded in the third of Genesis: "The Seed of the woman shall bruise
thy head." Not the seed of the man but
of the woman, virgin, born, conceived of
the Holy Ghost, the promise recorded by
Isaiah.
The time is not recorded but the place
is named. Bethlehem of Judah, the little
city. His Name is given. — "Wonderful.
Counsellor, the Mighty God, the Everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace." All so
wonderful! All so strange! All so gracious!
The Christmas holiday is more beautiful than all other days because of its simplicity. It touches the hearts of the children; it appeals to the parents; it is wonderful in its "homey" appeal — the shepherds, an open heaven, a celestial pronouncement, a star, the wise men, a stable,
a manger for a crib, a little Baby. Could
anything be more exquisitely simple? All
details appeal to the children, and all details command the awe, the wonder of all
people, and call forth the highest character of praise, of thanksgiving and of holy
exaltation of believers in the Babe of the
Bible as the King of kings and Lord of
lords. The appeal is different from anything and everything else that has touched
the life of men. What is it? It is the voice
of God speaking in it all.—speaking of
His unspeakable Gift of the Son of His
love.—the best He had. including all that

Why the Gift? Because He loved men.
Why the Gift? Because there was no other
way by which God could save men from
the guilt of sin;—no other way by which
He could take them into His arms of love
and into His Heavenly Home. A Child
with a holy human nature; a Son from the
throne of God; a God-Man destined to the
Cross as a sin-bearer; a Gift from a loving
broken-hearted Father to undeserving, sinful men.
Ring the bells of Heaven for the joy it
gives! Shout your praise! Give your gifts!
Sing your hallelujahs! Give Him the place
of honor—the best place—in your hearts,
in your homes, your lives! Tell the story,
tell it out with a shout; tell of His love;
tell of His Cross; tell of the new life He
gives; tell of its joys and of its fruitage;
tell the children; tell the adults; tell your
friends; tell the world that the Babe of
Bethlehem, the Man of Galilee, the sinbearing Saviour, the resurrected Son of
God, the Coming King,—is the One who
makes Christmas the greatest of all days
of the year and who will make eternity one
glad, glorious "holy-day" for all who now
receive and follow Him.
—The King's

Business.

The Christmas Star
Charles R.

Stump

Judean sky was bright that night
Little Bethlehem,
overhead.
But one was new. and strangely bright.,
With glory o'er His manger bed.
The angels sang in sky o'erhead,
Frightened shepherds heard their song,
And all the while the Star now shed
A Light for which they waited long.
For God's own child had come to earth,
The Promised One was born.
Virgin Mary was honored by His birth,
New songs had come to earth that morn.
And, oh, those bells on
Still their wild sweet
With the holy Child in
Had come Salvation's

Christmas Day
notes repeat.
the manger lay,
joy complete.

And, oh, that, ever the bells may ring,
God's grace and message repeat.
Peace to all on earth now bring.
His will in each dear soul complete.
—Marion. Indiana.
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Born On Christmas
(Continued from page nineteen)
him by his rescuer. She memorized them
and repeated them often to herself, especially when the "scared to death" feeling
swept over her.
On the morning of the assembly Natalie
walked into the hall and took her place on
the front row with the other participants
in the program. The senior president came
along and gave them all printed programs,
and to Natalie's joy and dismay she was
listed last. It would be terrible having to
wait so long, but it would be heavenly to
be able to escape the very minute it was
over. Her hands were moist and her throat
dry as powder now. but maybe she would
get calmer as the program went on.
At last it was all over and she was walking out of the auditorium with Craig, who
was jubilant. "Say, Natalie, you really put
it over. The whole place was spellbound."
"Don't give me any credit. Craig," Natalie replied. "I was still scared to death
when it was my turn. But. believe it or
not. by the time I reached the platform
and had my notebook open the most wonderful peace settled over my whole being,
and I think I was calmer than I have ever
been in my life. And it was joy—real joy
to tell the students what Christmas means
to me."
"Sounds like something I read somewhere about one of the martyrs. He had
been petrified with fear up to the morning
of his martyrdom, but as he walked to the
stake and when the flames were leaping up
around him he testified to the peace of God
which was upholding him. I knew God
wouldn't fail you, Natalie.
Just them Miss Bonnell swept past them.
her head high. But Natalie did not miss
the troubled look on her face. "You know,
Craig," she said, "I thought I couldn't
stand Miss Bonnell's scorn — I knew she
would react this way. But now I only feel
more than ever like praying that some day
she will find out how precious Jesus is."
"And all the other spiritually hungry
fellows and girls in this school," Craig said
softly. "Who knows how many your words
will reach?"—HiCall.

